**Module title**
Hieroglyphic Texts of the first millennium B.C. and the first centuries A.D.

**Abbreviation**
04-ÄG-HT2-161-m01

**Module coordinator**
holder of the Chair of Egyptology

**Module offered by**
Chair of Egyptology

**ECTS**
10

**Method of grading**
umerical grade

**Duration**
1 semester

**Module level**
graduate

**Other prerequisites**
--

**Contents**
Lecture and source-critical evaluation of selected hieroglyphic texts of the Third Intermediate Period, Late Period, Ptolemy Age and Roman Imperial Era will be covered.

**Intended learning outcomes**
The students are acquainted with the language of late Egyptian and hieroglyphic texts, the script of late Hieroglyphs and the dealing with respective tools. The students are able to decode and translate late Egyptian and hieroglyphic texts independently as well as they are able to classify and evaluate the read sources in a historico-cultural context.

**Courses**
(type, number of weekly contact hours, language — if other than German)

S (2)
Module taught in: German and/or English

**Method of assessment**
type, scope, language — if other than German, examination offered — if not every semester, information on whether module is creditable for bonus)

written examination (approx. 60 minutes)
Language of assessment: German and/or English

**Allocation of places**
--

**Additional information**
--

**Referred to in LPO I** (examination regulations for teaching-degree programmes)
--

**Module appears in**
Master's degree (2 majors) Egyptology (2016)
Master's degree (1 major) Egyptology (2016)
Master's degree (1 major) Museum and Ancient Cultures (2016)
Master's degree (1 major) Museum and Ancient Cultures (2020)
Module studies (Master) Egyptology (2020)